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Building a research collaboration with the Center of Excellence in Digital Forensics
Focus on publically available data (found in Facebook) and its use in Social Engineering

The best way to describe what we do is through example
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For a demonstration, I selected people who I knew would be attending this session

For time constraints I have focused on one person, “Subject A”

I used Facebook and other public sites

Subject A does not publicly share info but there spouse is not as careful
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Why is knowing this information important?

1. Information leads to more information

2. Loss of Privacy

3. People are “Caught in the Web” even if they do not use SM

3. Negative outcomes possible
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We call this a security threat vector analysis and it is a term we adapted from 
information assurance

A Threat Vector is a path or a tool that a Threat Actor uses to attack the 
target.

Look into Phil Withers, CISSP, CRISC 

Threat targets are anything of value to the Threat Actor. It 
can be a PC, PDA, Ipad, Your online bank account… or you(stealing your 
identity)

Another term for it may be “Facebook stalking” our for research purposes
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All of these vectors will require social engineering
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We can use information from a vector analysis to perform social engineering on a 
target, such as subject A.

Social Engeenering:

“There is one born every minute” -Misha Glenny (2011)

Con-artistry 2.0

Psychological manipulations of human security to gain access to 
sensitive information

There is a cycle….

Threat Vector Analysis can be the research

Meeting them to develop trust

Use Trust (Get more information)

Use information

We did not use social engineering on Subject A. However, there are recent cases where 
it has been used and we can see its effectiveness
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Here is a real life example

WIRED Interview (Zetter, 2015)

Each step here corresponds to stages in the social engineering cycle

Cell Phone number found through research

Posing as Verizon employee to gain trust from Verizon and get more info

Posing as Brennan to gain trust of AOL

Use information to access sensitive documents
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1.01 billion daily active users, on average, FB users (Facebook, n.d.) 

-likely target or someone close to target has FB

Entire SE cycle can be perpetrated online with no face to face interaction

Describe Police use

DEA lawsuit (Lyons, 2015)

FBI use (Lynch, J. and Ellickson, 
n.d.). 

Real Time Crime Centers

Thesis plug

Describe Criminal use

Identity theft, phishing, stalking 
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To pursue research that addresses gaps in the current knowledge

Focus on user education

We have students and faculty that represent disciplines such as Psychology, 
Criminology and Computer Science

Describe current projects…

Leaked Pornography and Celebgate

Qualitative interviews with “Web-cam girls”

Ashley Madison leak

We are looking for collaborators as well as ideas to pursue
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Criminology, specifically:

Victimization

Identity Theft

Police use

Privacy is no longer a question of “the right to be left alone.” It is about control of 
information.
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